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P-O Senior High Gymnasium!
Remember When?
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Prom had a Paris theme … this is a street in Paris!
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Cousin Judy & Ron Rothrock!
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Deb & John Dixon
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P-O Key Club members that chaperoned the Prom!
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P-O Key Club members serving drinks!
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Sister Geri & brother-in-law Jim Novesal
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Gary Rothrock
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Gary Rothrock & fiancee Joann Hoffman
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Gary Rothrock and Drew McDowell … West Branch grads!
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West Branch grads Gary Rothrock, Drew McDowell, Sandy O’Connor and Joann Hoffman
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Linda and Ron Dixon
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Cous Judy and Ron Rothrock
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Dianne and Bill Clark
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Ron Rothrock talking to future sister-in-law Joann Hoffman
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Deb Dixon talking with Gary Rothrock & Joann Hoffman
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Judy Rothrock talking with Geri Novesal … Linda Dixon [Rt]
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Linda and Ron Dixon
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[Ft] Linda Dixon, Geri Novesal & Deb Dixon
[Bk] Ron Dixon, Jim Novesal & John Dixon
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Jim Novesal lost and all alone!
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John Dixon, Bob Helsel and Ron Dixon
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Jim and Geri Novesal
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Jim & Geri Novesal with ‘unknown’ woman?
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Deb & John Dixon
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Cous Ron and Judy Rothrock
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John Dixon dancing with cousin Judy Rothrock
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Cous Judy and Ron Rothrock
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John Dixon with cous Judy Rothrock
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Geri and Jim Novesal
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Cous Judy and Ron Rothrock on the dance floor!
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Geri and Jim Novesal cruising the dance floor!
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Geri & Jim Novesal and Judy Rothrock on the dance floor!
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Deb’s uncle & aunt Boots and Judy Hubler
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Deb & John Dixon w/Jim Novesal ‘peeking over shoulder!'
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Brother-in-law Jim Novesal … always smiling!
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John Dixon, Geri & Jim Novesal ‘stealing’ veggie tray!
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Sister Geri Novesal dances with brother John Dixon
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Sister Geri Novesal dances with brother John Dixon
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Sister Geri Novesal ‘shaking & breakin’ on the dance floor!
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Jim Novesal with cous Judy Rothrock on the dance floor!
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Ron Rothrock talking with Carl Vaux!
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The Man, the Myth, the Legend … takes a break!
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Linda Dixon watching the dance floor!
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Come on Ron wake up … or is he checking the time?
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Ron’s Aunt Pauline & Uncle Lee Ferguson
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Ron’s Friends … Connie & Don Rice of Franklin
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Dianne & Bill Clark
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Key Club members selecting winners of prizes!
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Key Club continues with awarding prizes!
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Jim Novesal tries to get in every photo! Amazing!
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Key Club members that hosted the P-O Sr. Sr. Prom!
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King & Queen of P-O Sr. Sr. Prom!
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Key Club awarding more prizes!
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Key Club member showing off her gown! Cinderella???
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Cinderella showing off her gown! Beautiful! Great kids!
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Key Club Members begin the Locomotion Dance!
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Middle of the Locomotion Dance trying to catch up!
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Sister Geri & Cous Judy in Locomotion Dance Line! [Rt]
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Sister Geri & Cous Judy bringing up the rear of the Locomotion!
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The end of the Locomotion Line is reached!
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Key Club members dispensing refreshments! Great job!
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Live band performing at the P-O ‘Old Timers’ Prom!
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West Branch grads Sandy O’Connor & Drew McDowell!
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Key Club members taking a much-needed break!
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Deb & John Dixon, Linda & Ron Dixon, Geri & Jim Novesal!
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Deb & John, Linda & Ron, Geri & Jim!
They call him … “Happy Feet” Dixon!
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The mover & groover … “Happy Feet” Dixon!
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The End ... a fine time was had by All!